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A b st r a ct

High saving is a driving factor for the rapid growt h in Asia in t he past t hirty years. Thus,
without considering t he impact of high saving, it seems hard to have an ent ire image of the Asian
…nancial crisis and underst anding why t hose economies were the vict ims of t heir own success. In
this paper we develop a t heoret ical model t o st udy the bipolar impacts of high saving: it could
result in high growt h, but at t he same t ime, also lead the economy t o be more vulnerable t o small
changes in t he economic environment such as falling world market prices of vital export goods. T he
labor market policy, t he exchange rat e policy, and t he int erest rate policy are also discussed in t he
paper.

1 Int rod uct ion
Before the Asian …nancial crisis, the East Asia economies: Korea, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia,
Taiwan, and Thailand had been widely admired for their economic achievements: fast growth, low
in‡at ion, macroeconomic stability and strong …scal posit ions, high saving rates, open economies, and
thriving export sectors. These economies did not have the problems such as large …scal de…cits, heavy
public debt burdens, and rapid monetary expansion, which might lead to the crisis, as pointed out
by, among the others, Bijan B. Aghevli (1999). This has left many people wondering why the Asian
…nancial crisis happened and what has been caused the crisis?

The common views on the causality of the Asian crisis, so far, are focused on issues of the t rade
and the imbalance st ructure of foreign capital. The …nancial liberalizat ion direct ly cont ributed to the
buildup in foreign capital ‡ows, since much of the domest ic credit expansion was …nanced by domest ic
banks and other …nancial inst itut ions borrowing o¤shore. Over in‡ow of the short -term capital leads the
economies more vulnerable to the …nancial shocks, since some long-term projects have to be …nanced by
the short -term capital. The sudden withdrawal of such short-term capital due to whatever the reason
can result in liquidity problem and therefore largely damage the real economy. Steven Radelet and
Je¤rey Sachs (1998) not ices that the rat io of the short-term debts to foreign banks (with maturity of
one year or less) to available foreign exchange reserves were high in these Asian economies that were hit
badly by the crisis. Giancarlo Corset t i, Paolo Pesent i, and Nouriel Roubini (1999) argues that increases
in the current account de…cit , due to the slow down of the growth (as observed in Thailand in 1996),
t he overheat ing of economy, which lead to increase of interest rate (in Indonesia), or the marked drop
of export s (in Malaysia) may lead to the …nancial crisis.

Some other studies, however, have been looked at the banking sector. They argue that fundamental
problem is due to the banking sector. As pointed out by Mishkin (1999), Radelet and Sachs (1999) and
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Paul Krugman (1998), weak …nancial system, asymmetric information, and moral hazard problem in the
banking sector lead to the over investments that further result in the …nancial crisis. The advantage
of this viewpoint is that it can actually link the economic boom and the deep recession due to the
…nancial crisis.

Furthermore, Zhang Gang (1999) at tempts to ident ify more general st ructure (non-…nancial) prob-
lems in these economies, such as the lack of human capital and the mismanagement of industry policy
by the governments. These indust ry policies could actually lead to the boom of economy. However,
such growth may not be steady, since the booming economy could result in the labor shortage that
further drive up the wage level. The comparat ive advantage may be deteriorated due to the increase
of labor cost and the fail to transfer productions towards high value-added one. This could further
lead to the sudden leave of the foreign investment. This could hurt the economy if it relies on the
foreign investment . The key point in his paper is that the accumulat ion of human capital (capability
of innovat ion) is much slower than that of the physical capital. The imbalance of two accumulat ions
could lead to the painful adjustment process, the deep recession. Such a view has called the rethinking
of the standard growth theory.

Nevertheless, we hardly agree that all potent ial factors, which could both lead economy to the
booming and the crisis, have been listed. As a mat ter of fact , we recognize that the high rate of savings
in East Asian economies has been ignored by the exist ing study1. Although many studies argue against
t he view that the East Asian economies were resource-driven growth, as concluded from Kim and Lau
(1984), Krugman (1994), and Young (1985),2 it can hardly deny that the high savings provided the
primary resources for the growth in these economies. What is the interact ion between the such high
growth driven by the high savings and …nancial crisis? In this paper we provide a theoret ic answer based
on our empirically-mot ivated model. The key feature of this paper is that high saving has a bipolar
impacts: it generates high growth, but at the same time, it leads economy to be more vulnerable to
changes in the economic environment. This gives an alternat ive view why these economies were the
vict ims of their own success. Moreover, it shows how a resource-driven economy could be suddenly
fallen into the recession without losing it s resource.

It might be surprising to link the saving and the …nancial crisis. However, the intuit ion is fairly
easy: as the mechanism presented in Zhang’s study, the high savings result the high investments and
the high growth in terms of high wage and output . If the economy is not using it s resources to up-
grading the economy to produce more high value-added product ions, it could be too cost to support the
exist ing industry. Therefore, small changes in the economic environment can send the economy into the
deep recession, especially when the labor market is not ‡exible enough. The changes in the economic
environment discussed here are characterized in terms of economic shocks: reduce of the world price of
exports and rise of the interest rate.

Our economy consist of three sectors, banking sector, downstream indust ry, and agricultural sector.
The key assumpt ion is that the economy is closed in terms of capital ‡ow across the border, but open
in terms of t radable …nal outputs. Why do we rely on such model? This is due to the underlying
structure problems that we would like to ident ify, such as eroding comparat ive advantage and in‡exible
labor-market -st ructure, may di¤er from the problems associated with foreign capital in‡ow. Moreover,
domest ic …nancial resources are actually the dominat ing resource of growths. A closed model, which
could be complement to the exist ing studies, would most likely capture such problems by isolat ing the
issue of the foreign capital.3

The paper is organized as following. The stylized facts about the East Asia economies and the
Asian …nancial crisis are listed in Sect ion II. Our empirically-mot ivated model is developed in Sect ion
III. How a world market price shock could easily lead the economy with high saving to the …nancial
crisis/ the deep recession is discussed in Sect ion IV. Impacts of other external factors, such as increases
in the interest rate and the …xed exchange rate regime, are also studied in this sect ion. In the next
sect ion, we relax the assumption of the full employment. The study of short -run wage rigidity is carried
out in this sect ion. Finally, conclusive remarks are given in Sect ion VI.

1 Becsi, Wang, and W ynne (1999) looks at t he mult iplicity of equilibria due t o dynamic int eract ions b etween saving
decisions and bank’s monop olist ic comp et it ion. However, we recognize t hat t here are many no-economic fact ors t hat
govern t he saving behavior in t he East Asia. We will furt her discuss t heir pap er in t he lat er part of t his paper.

2 T he det ails see t he review in Singh and Trieu (1996).
3 Mishkin (1999) point s out “alt hough capit al ‡ows did cont ribut e t o t he crisis, t hey are a sympt om rat her t han an

underlying cause of t he crisis, suggest ing exchange cont rols are unlikely t o b e a useful st rat egy t o avoid fut ure crises.”
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2 Stylized fact s ab ou t t he cr ises in Asia
to be writ ten

Figure 1. “Stylized facts of Asian economies” is about here.

3 T h e b asic m odel an d m a jor assum pt ion s
We start with a quick overview of the basic st ructure before proceeding into details. The model is
displayed in the Figure 2. We focus on an economy in which there are three sectors of interest . People
in this economy works either in the downst ream indust ry, Y; that combines banking services and labor
inputs into the world market t radable …nal good, which can be used in consumption and investment, or
in the agricultural sector where the world market tradable agricultural goods are produced with labor
and sector-speci…c land. Savings out of labor income and agricultural rents are assumed to be ‡owed
into the banking sector, X; that provides the di¤erent iated banking services to the indust ry sector. We
assume that the …nancial ‡ows over borders is rest ricted, so that neither banking services nor savings
can ‡ow over the border. This is to highlight domestic components of the Asian crisis.4

Figure 2. “The st ructure of the model” is about here

3.1 P r oduct ion s of indust ry and agr icu lt u re goods
The indust ry goods is produced by the …rms in the indust ry sector. Where the industry …rms are per-
fect ly competit ive. We follow the literature and represent it by using a representative …rm5. Product ion
of industry goods requires two dist inct inputs: banking services, X; and labor, LY :

Y = XaL1¡aY ; (1)

where a is the input share of X. According to the de…nit ion of the product ion funct ion, we not ice that
Y (¢) exhibit s the constant returns to scale, CRS.

How much the …rm uses X and LY to produce Y can be determined by the maximizat ion of the
pro…t ¦ = qY ¡ PX ¡wLY ; where the …rms treat the world-market price for …nal goods, q, the wage
level, w, and the price of X; P; are as given. The …rst order condit ions show that

X =
aqY

P
; (2)

and

LY =
(1¡ a) qY

w
: (3)

From (2), (3), and (1), we know that w and P have to sat isfy the following relat ionship, so-called the
output condition, OC; to the exogenous q:

q =
1

¸
w1¡aP a; (4)

4 Becsi et al., (1999) prop ose t he roughly same st ruct ure of model. In t heir dynamic framework, t he saving as well
as t he consumpt ion are opt imally det ermined by household. T heir model provides a useful explanat ion how t he saving
changes according t o t he change of t ime preference, invest ment uncert ainty, and banking cost as well as t he consequences
of such changes on t he economy. W hat t hey found is t hat small changes in t he …nancial syst em may cause t he economy
t o shift b etween low and high-income equilibrium (mult iple equilibria). In cont rast t o t heir dynamic general equilibrium
model, we do not int roduce t he int ert emporal consumpt ion-saving decisions facing by t he household here. In ot her words,
we only have t he one-p eriod set t ing. T he saving rat e is t aken as exogenous. T his is due t o we are int erest ed in t he issue
t hat t he economy wit h eit her high or low savings resp onses t o t he economic shock di¤erent ly. One-period set t ing would
su¢ cient ly serve our ob ject ive.

5 See for example Uddén-J ondal (1993) and Oswald (1982).
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where the constant ¸ denotes (1¡ a)1¡aaa: Since we are interested in how w and Y would be a¤ected
by q, we need to specify P in (4). The determination of P would rely on the balance in the banking
sector. We leave it to the next sect ion to discuss.

Here, we …rst specify the labor inputs in more detail. As we ment ioned before, we assume that the
full labor force L in the economy is employed either in agriculture or industry, namely, L = LA + LY .
We further assume both labor forces would receive the some wage w: This requires the same marginal
productions in agriculture and in indust ry. The marginal product ion of indust ry goods is given by (3).
In order to specify the marginal product ion in agriculture, we need to de…ne the product ion funct ion
for the agricultural goods: the product ion requires two dist inct inputs: labor, LA and sector-speci…c
land T . The production function is represented by the Cobb-Douglas one:

A = LdAT
1¡d; (5)

where d is the share of labor input LA. The agriculture goods are also t radeable in the world market
at the price of 1; with the simplicity. Furthermore, the supply of land T is …xed and simpli…ed to 1.
Hence, the marginal cost for the labor can expressed as:

w = d(LA)
d¡1: (6)

By considering the fact of (3), we have our …rst condit ion which characterizes the equilibrium:

w = d(L¡ (1¡ a) qY
w
)d¡1: (7)

This condit ion is de…ned as the labor market condition (LMC). It is upward-sloping curve in the wY -
space (see Figure 3)6 indicat ing that as indust rial expansion draws labor from the agricultural sector,
wage increases due to the increases in the rat io of land/ labor.

Figure 3. “The equilibrium and the deep recession” is about here

3.2 B an kin g sect or
The total income subject ing to consumpt ions and investments is the labor income wL and the rent
generated in the land in the agriculture, Lµw

d
1¡d : The consumers, including the labor force and the

land-owners, would only use part of their income to consume and save the rest part of income into the
banking sector. Note that even though the …nal indust rial and agricultural goods are the only choice for
the consumpt ion, the decision on the demands on the goods would have no e¤ect on the product ions.
This is because, the supply of such goods are in…nite in terms of open trade.

How does the …rm then use banking services? Banks provide the indust ry …rms the capital with
services such as banking, account ing, leasing, and risk analysis etc. The banks intermediate savings
from labor and land-owners to the indust ry …rms. Because of cost ly intermediat ions, we rule out the
self-…nancing for in the lat ter …rms. We do not explicit ly model investment in the industry sector, even
though the use of banking services can be thought of as investments. We assume that the banking
services are di¤erentiated, namely the bank can supply slight ly di¤erent services. Such services could
increase the e¢ ciency of using the savings. To capture this property, banking services are treated as
an aggregated input good X; de…ned as:

X =

µZ n

0

x(!)
¾¡1
¾ d!

¶ ¾
¾¡1

; (8)

where x is the amount used of a single variety whereas n is the number of available variet ies of services.
¾ 2 (1;1) is the elast icity of subst itut ion between any two variet ies, implying that variet ies of banking
services are symmetric but imperfect subst itutes among themselves7. In turn, this gives rise to a

6 Simulat ion values: R = 0:5%; a = 0:25; b = 0:75; s = 10%; d = 0:5; L = 5; q = 2; ¾ = 7; and F = 0:5:
7¾ > 1 is assumed since t he elast icity of subst it ut ion is one in t he product ion funct ion (1). Essent ially, t his means

t hat …nal good producers …nd it easier t o subst it ut e between any two int ermediat e input s, t han b etween any int emediat e
input and t he primary fact ors capit al and lab or. R est rict ing t he subst it ut ion elast icity t o b e smaller t han in…nity, simply
means t hat int ermediat e input s are di¤ erent iat ed goods.
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property in (8), often referred to as “love of variety”, originat ing from the works of Dixit-St ieglitz
(1977) and Ethier (1982). To see this, note that symmetric use of inputs in (8) yields is n

¾
¾¡1x; which

is an increasing convex funct ion in the number of banks n, suggest ing that increased e¢ ciency is gained
in indust ry …rms when a larger range of variet ies become available. Using (8), we may derive the
minimum-cost for one unit of the banking service input bundle X; P , as:

P ´ min
fx(!)g

�Z n

0

x(!)pd! j X = 1

¸
(9)

´ ¡
np1¡¾

¢ 1
1¡¾ ;

where p is the price for the single variety x. Again, because variet ies of services are imperfect subst itutes,
t he addit ion of new banks enhance the e¢ ciency in indust rial product ion, as illust rated by the fact that
P is decreasing in n: As indicated in (9), in order to specify P; we have to be clear with n and p:
Furthermore, from (9), we know that the demand for the banking services of single variety is:

x = P¾¡1p¡¾aqY: (10)

Now we turn to the banking sector to invest igate how the banks work. We assume that the mo-
nopolist ic compet it ion is the market form in the banking sector. We shall also assume one bank only
produces one single variety at the …xed cost F in terms of savings. This …xed cost F could be interpreted
as cost for the human capital, for instance. We further assume that F will be fully consumed.

The pro…ts of producing each variety can be writ ten as:

¼ = px¡ (1 +R) (x+ F ) ; (11)

where R denote the return to investor. Assuming free ent ry and exit , and using the demand funct ion
(10), the zero-pro…t condit ion result in following condit ions:

p =
¾

¾ ¡ 1 (1 +R) ; (12)

px = (1 +R) (x+ F ): (13)

Where it can be noted that the price elast icity ELpx has been approximated with the subst itut ion
elast icity ¾: As it is commonly known, these two equat ions determine a unique supply of each bank:

x = (¾ ¡ 1)F: (14)

The number of banks, n, will depend on the total demand from the indust ry sector. We can solve
it by …rst equating (10) and (14) so that demand equals supply for an individual variety, and then use
(12) and (9) to derive nD:

nD =
aqY

¾F (1 +R)
: (15)

The number of banks, n, will also depend on the supply of savings. We shall assume that labor
and land-owners save a …xed share out of their income, s. This savings rate shall play a crucial role
in our analysis below. Keep in mind, we are interested in the e¤ects of di¤erent rate of savings on the
economy. Hence, without loss generality, we simplify the model into the one-period set t ing. Hence, we
do not specify the opt imal savings/ consumpt ion decision facing the household, and the savings rate is
t aken as exogenous.8 As a result , we can write:

nS :

(
nS (F + x) = s

³
nS (F + x)R+wL+ Lµw¡

d
1¡d
´

if R ¸ R¤;
nS = 0 if R < R¤;

(16)

8 An endogenous savings rat e will st ill dep end on t he t ime prefernces paramet er, which you need t o exogenously set
higher for Asain p eople. T hen you st ill neeed t o know why Asian p eople behave in t his way.
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where µ = d
d

1¡d (1¡d)=L: The LHS of the …rst expression in (16) shows the required savings as indicated
by the capital requirement of having act ive banks. The RHS of (16) shows the supply of savings, which
is proport ional to income. This income consists of three terms: the return to invest ing in banking sector
nS (F + x)R, the labor income wL and the land rents Lµw

d
1¡d .9 But , from the second expression in

(16), we may also note that there is a minimum requirement on the return to investment R¤ ¸ 0, below
which no investor would place money into banking sector. We could think of R¤ as the opportunity
cost . This could be some safe interest rate in government bonds or some other alternat ive to save into
the upstream sector. For simplicity, we assume that R¤ is the short -term money market rate, which is
exogenously determined and a policy inst rument used by the government.

For a given return to investment R ¸ R¤, we can use (16) to calculate the number of banks consistent
with given supply of savings, nS :

nS =
swL

³
1 + µw

1
d¡1
´

¾F (1¡ sR) ; (17)

where the fact of (14) has been used.
Then, the return to investment R, is de…ned as the return where nD and nS are equal. That is, it

is the return to investment that clears the market for savings, Using (17) and (15) and writ ing out the
gross return 1 +R, we have:

1 +R =
1+ s

s

aqY

aqY +wL(1 + µw
1

d¡1 )
: (18)

As indicated in (18), the gross return 1+R relies on, among the others, the balance between the saving
supply from the labor and rent incomes, wL(1+ µw

1
d¡1 ); and the demand of banking services from the

industry sector, aqY:
Using (18) and (15), the number of banks can be determined as funct ion of indust ry output Y and

the wage rate w:

n =
s

1 + s

aqY +wL
³
1 + µw

1
d¡1
´

¾F
: (19)

3.3 E qu ilib r ium of t he m odel
The model can now be solved by determining w and Y . To accomplish this, we need two equat ions in
w and Y . Note that we have one such condit ion through the labor market equilibrium, LMC (7):

The second condit ion is the OC (4). Now we can specify the unit cost for X, P; in terms of w and
Y by using the pricing rules p (12) and n in (19). As the result , the OC can be rewrit ten as:

¡
¸qw¡b

¢ 1
a = aqY

³
aqY +wL

³
1 + µw

1
d¡1
´´ ¾

1¡¾
A

µ
s

1 + s

¶ ¾
1¡¾

; (20)

where A = ¾
(¾¡1) (¾F )

1
1¡¾ : The LHS of (20) simply shows the marginal revenue of an addit ional unit

X; whereas the RHS of (20) shows the marginal cost . The OC-locus is negat ively sloped in the Y w-
space. This can be explained in the following way:

When indust rial output Y increases, the demand for banking services rise, which enables more banks
to enter (c.f equation (19)). In turn, this tends to lower the price of the composite banking service
P (c.f. equation (9)). This is the variety e¤ect. But as expanding indust ry production increases the
return to savings R (c.f equat ion (18)). Therefore, an expanding industrial product ion Y also drives up
the price of individual banking services p (c.f equat ion (12), which will tend to increase P (c.f. equat ion
(9))). This is the price e¤ect.

9 Since t he set t ing is t he one-period framework, t he saving st ock is unimport ant . As t he mat t er of fact , when t he
saving st ock is t aken int o account , t here is new t erm, t ot al saving sS, in t he RHS. Since S is a const ant , it only makes
up t he variables. Since we are int erest ed in t he comparat ive st at ic st udies, ignoring S would have no consequence for t he
st udy.
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It can be shown that the strength of the vert ical linkages between the industry and banking sectors
are not extreme, so that the price e¤ect dominates the variety e¤ect . In this type of model, this will
be the case if the share of banking services in the production of industrial goods a is not too large and
the subst itut ion elast icity between two variet ies ¾ is not too small. Then, as the cost of an addit ional
unit of the aggregate banking service input X; increases when Y increase, the wage level w has to be
reduced to increase the …rms willingness to pay to preserve optimal usage of banking services X as
represented by (20).10 Hence the OC is negat ively sloped in the Y w-space.

(20) and (7) determine w and Y . Due to the negat ively sloped OC and the posit ively sloped LMC;
t he economy has a unique equilibrium which is indicated by the point E¤ in …gure 3.11 The combinat ion
of wages and indust rial output in the equilibrium, however, must be consistent with a su¢ ciently high
return R ¸ R¤ that would insure investors to put money into the banking sector. Therefore, from (18),
w and Y have to sat isfy the return condition (RC):

1 + s

s

aqY

aqY +wL
³
1 + µw

1
d¡1
´ ¸ 1 +R¤: (21)

In Figure 3, the shadowed area represents combinat ions of wages w and indust ry output Y which yield
returns of investments into banking sector less than the opportunity cost , R < R¤; and, subsequent ly,
in this area labor and land owners will not invest money into banking sector. For a given level of output
Y and, therefore, a given expenditure on banking services aqY; the demand for savings in the banking
sector is too low to meet a supply of savings expanded through high wages, at a return above the
opportunity cost . This means that no banks can be operated, which terminates indust rial product ion
as the price P turns to in…nity. The economy produces only agricultural good and wage is w = d(L)d¡1:
Finally, note that the RC is posit ively sloped in …gure 3. To keep the return to saving at R = R¤ when
Y increases, the wage w has to increase to keep the demand for savings equal to the supply of savings.

To conclude: to have indust rial product ion active, the equilibrium E¤ in …gure 3 must be located
outside the shadowed area. We are now ready to perform some experiment which we could shed some
lights on understanding of the recent Asian …nancial crisis.

4 H igh savin gs and …nancial cr isis

4.1 Vulner ab ilit y of resour ce-d r iven gr owt h t o t h e deep r ecession
As we also noted in sect ion II, the Asia economies have high rate of savings. What is the impact then
of a high s in our model? First , note that the LMC (7) is una¤ected by an increased savings rate.
Turning to the OC, calculat ions shows that this curve would be shifted to the right , as it is indicated
in …gure 4.12 The intuit ion is that when savings increase, more banks are able to enter. This in turn
lowers the unit cost of the banking services composite: Therefore, for a given Y , the wage is allowed to
increase in order to restore the equilibrium for banking services.

Hence, when labor and land-owners save more out of their income, both industrial output Y and
wages w must increase: Assume that the indust rial …rms merely increase the quantity of current produc-
t ions rather than up-grading them in terms of increasing quality. In our model, up-grading the economy
means di¤erent type of Y will be produced. So an economy that fails to be up-graded illust rates what
Krugman (1994) has termed the resource-driven growth.

Figure 4. “The vulnerability of resource-driven growth to the deep recession” is about here.

10 T here is also a t hird e¤ect from wages: if wages fall, aggregat e savings t end t o decrease which weakens t he …rst e¤ ect ,
but ampli…es t he second e¤ect .

11 Not e, however, t hat t he OC is convex in Y: T his is b ecause t he agglomerat ion forces become st ronger at higher
indust ria l product ion. If we allow for st ronger vert ical linkages t he OC could get a U-shap e indicat ing t he possibility of
mult iple equilibria , as it will b e shown in t he sect ion V. Our result s in t he pap er would carry over t he such a set t ing,
alt hough we would have t o abandon analyt ical solut ions.

12 Saving rat e has been increased t o 27% for t he simulat ions.
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There is, however, a risk associated with a high rate of savings. Note that …gure 4 also reveals that
a high rate of savings enlarges shadowed area (by comparing …gure 3 and …gure 4), the equilibrium E0

is much closer to the shadowed area than E¤ in …gure 3. This is due to the shift s down of the RC.
A higher rate of savings increases the supply of savings and, therefore in order to equalize supply and
demand of savings, the wage must be decreased to restore R = R¤: We can summarize:

P r op osit ion 1 A high rate of savings will increase industrial output and wages, but it may also increase
the risk for a deep recession.

4.2 E xt er n al sh ock an d …nancia l cr ises
As have been shown, the higher rate of savings could lead to higher both wage and output . At the same
t ime, the economy would be more closed to the deep recession. In other words, the economy would be
more vulnerable to changes in economic environment . In order to show this, we invest igate a decline of
the world market price of industrial goods. Some observat ions could be use to mot ivate this exercise:
First of all, the real appreciat ion of Asian currencies. Fixed exchange rate regime has been adopted in
East Asian economies and the currencies have been pigged to US dollar. The appreciat ion of the US
dollar implies an increase in the real price level in these economies. Equally, this could be described by
lower the world price level. Second, the major indust ry count ries experienced very low in‡at ion rate.
This could also be interpreted as no big increases in the world price. At the same t ime, the world market
price for some products, such as semiconductor (for which South Korean has specialized in), dropped a
lot . Last , new compet itors emerge on the market for these economies’ exports. As an example, China
took up production of many of the typical export goods in the other Asian economies.13

In our model, all these observations can be t ranslated into q shock, that is, a decreasing of q. Assume
that domest ic …rm takes the price q as given. Then what are the e¤ects of a negat ive q shock? The
result 14 is shown in …gure 5.

Figure 5. “The consequence of the q shock under the full employment assumpt ion” is about here

If we use E; the equilibrium prior the q shock, in …gure 5 as our point of departure, we will not ice
that both indust rial output Y and wage w are decreased in responding to a lower price per-unit of
industry goods. The economy moves from E to E0.15 In order to …nd out the underlying story, we have
to be clear about the movements of three condit ions. The RC-locus shifts to the right when the price in
the world market q decreases. At a given wage w and therefore at a given supply of savings, a negat ive
price shock reduces the demand for savings. To keep supply equal to demand at the alternat ive return
R¤; indust rial output Y must increase. The LMC-locus also shift s to the right . At a given wage w;
output Y must increase to keep downst ream employment constant when q decreases.16 Finally, the
OC-locus shift s to the left when q is reduced. Lower prices for indust ry goods must reduce the value
of using an addit ional aggregate input good X; that is, the price P must be lowered. As a result , the
industrial output Y has to be deceased.

In summary, OC-locus moves to the left and LMC-locus to the right . We can shown (in Appendix
E) both output Y and wage w would be reduced. Note also that since the RC-locus shift s outwards,
t he area with insu¢ cient return to investment in banks expands. In fact , if q reduces further, the
equilibrium E

0 could fall into the shadowed area, where the economy falls into deep recession as labor
and land-owners terminates savings into banks, which in turn result s in a collapsing industry product ion.

We then have the concluding proposit ion:
13 Some st udies evident ly argue against t hat Chinese compet it ion is t he primary cause of t he Asian crisis (Fernald,

P esent i, and Loungani, 1999, and Liu, Noland, Robinson, and Wang, 1998). However, in our viewpoint , China is st ill t he
main compet it or t o t he East Asian economies. F irst of all, it can not b e denied t hat China has a similar t rade st ruct ure,
but very low lab or cost . Second, Chinese currency has been devaluat ed a lot . No mat t er t hat t he process might st art ed
b efore 1994 o¢ cial devaluat ion, it would t ake t ime t o reallocat e t he capabilit ies t o t he product ion t o gain t he share of
export . T herefore it is hard t o accept no e¤ect of devaluat ion of Chinese currency. T hird, more t han half of t he Chinese
export is due t o foreign direct invest ment s t hat are from Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore, Sout h Korean, and T hailand.
Even t hough, t he share of exp ort from t hese economies has not b e reduced, but subst ant ial part is act ually produced in
China.

14 q reduces t o 1.75 in our simulat ions as demonst rat ed in F igure 5.
15 T he calculat ion shows t hat out put must decrease whereas t he out come of wages are harder t o det ermine.
16 Alt ernat ively, for a given out put Y; a reduct ion in q reduces product ion and, hence, t he demand for lab or in t he

indust ry sect or. Lab or ‡ows t o agricult ure which leads t o a fall in t he marginal product ion. T hus, t he wage must fall.
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P r op osit ion 2 The high rate of savings in the Asian countries may explain why the recession, following
smaller external shocks, becames so deep.

So far, we have discussed the relat ion between the crisis and the saving behaves. Although, the
saving behaves in Asian economies could give a reasonable explanat ion of heavily ‡uctuat ing growth,
the causality of the Asian …nancial crisis is hardly to be due to a signal factor. We here discuss some
other factors, which relevant to the issue of the economic policy: higher interest rate policy, exchange
rate regime, and labor market st ructure.

4.3 H igh int er est ra t e
As it has been shown in sect ion II, many Asia count ries tried to cool o¤ their booming economies with
increasing their interest rates. What is the e¤ect of this policy in our model? We can model this e¤ect
by studying the impact of the opportunity cost R¤. When government policy or other factors increase
R¤; the equilibrium E is not a¤ected since R¤ does not a¤ect the LMC (7) or the OC (20). As long
as the savings keep ‡ow into banking sector, namely return is kept su¢ cient ly high, R > R¤; indust ry
output and wages are una¤ected.

However, increasing R¤ enlarges the shadowed area at which banking sector is left without savings
and indust rial output shrinks to zero. The intuit ion is the same as before: for a given level of expenditure
on banking services aqY; the demand for savings in the banks is too low to meet a supply of savings
expanded through high wages at the higher opportunity cost . Therefore, for a given Y , the wage w
has to decrease to restore R = R¤ at the RC-locus. Hence, a higher opportunity cost enables the
shadowed area to expand and to move closer to the equilibrium E and the dark cloud of recessions is
more present . In our case here, the new equilibrium E0 in …gure 617 is pulled into the shadowed area.
Because of these agglomerat ion economies (sending P to the in…nite), in equilibrium industrial output
will be zero as banking sector is absent . This scenario is ext reme, but it illust rates what we think may
have been st ructural problems in the East Asia economies and how external shocks, while ampli…ed
through the …nancial system, could have very large e¤ects.

Figure 6. “High interest rate and q shock could send the economy into deep recession” is about here

We can summarize that

P r op osit ion 3 A high interest policy may increase the risk of the deep recession.

P r oof. See appendix E.
We have now argued that two features in the Asian countries - high interest rates and ext remely

high savings rates - may work towards making these economies vulnerable.

4.4 F ixed exchange r at e regim e
The …xed exchange rate regime has been adopted by the region before the crisis. Some economies have
been forced to let their currencies to freely ‡oat during the crisis. The determinat ion of exchange rate
is a very complicated issue and hardly to be studied in our framework. Nevertheless, we st ill could have
some discussions on this issue.

Basically, the …xed exchange rate regime provides a …xed linkage between the world market price
and domest ic one. In other words, the domest ic …rms have to produce at the world market price q:
When q drops, …rms have to cut both output and wage as shown in the previous sect ions. On the
other hand, under the free ‡oating regime, if the determinat ion of exchange rate, e; is more or less
according to the t rade considerat ion, e could move in the opposite direct ion of changing of q. As a
result , domest ic price, eq, which the domestic …rms are facing, could have a smaller change or no change
at all in responding to the q shock. This is because

eq = e ¢ q: (22)
17 T he int erest rat e increases t o 5% in t he simulat ion t hat produces t he F igure 6.
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If this is a t rue, the movements of all curves in …gure 5 would be small. In other words, the economy
would be less e¤ected by the q shock.

Furthermore, if the …xed exchange rate is not fully credible, i.e., when the currency is under the
at tack by whatever a reason, the monetary authority might have to increase the interest rate to a
very high level in order to defense the currency. As we have just been discussed in previous sector
(proposit ion 3), this would be another driven force leading economies to the crisis.

Since the determinat ion of exchange rate is a complicated issue, we hardly conclude which regime is
more desirable for the economy. However, one thing seems clear: the …xed exchange rate regime might
lead the Asian economies more vulnerable to the q shock.18

5 U n em p loym ent and …nancial cr isis
So far, the economy remains full employment with adjustments taking place in the agricultural sector,
when the changes in economic environment occur. In response to a shock, the wage goes down and
so does the total savings and industry output . However, in the reality, the agricultural sector could
not absorb the unemployment arising in the industry. The real recession is normally associated with
large occurrence of the unemployment . Here, we shall invest igate how our economy would respond the
shocks if we allow the occurrence of unemployment .

For a given wage w, from (7), we know that the employment in the agriculture is

LA = (
d

w
)

1
1¡d :

So the total employment can be calculated by simply adding indust ry employment :

LY + LA = (1¡ a)qY
w
+ (

d

w
)

1
1¡d : (23)

Then it might be the case that when the economic environment changes, total employment LA + LY
might be smaller L :

(1¡ a)qY
w
+ (

d

w
)

1
1¡d � L: (24)

We de…ne this as the Labor Force Constraint (LFC). Figure 7 describes the situat ion of an economy
that allows unemployment after the q shock occurred. The LFC-locus divides the …gure into two parts.
The left -hand area is the possible product ion area. While the combination of w and Y that locates in
the right -hand area would violate the LFC: Note also that the LFC-locus is up-sloping in wY -space,
indicat ing that a higher w is required to increase output , since addit ional labor must be pulled out of
the agriculture sector.

Figure 7. “The wage rigidity and the mult iple equilibria” is about here

If some people cannot …nd work neither in agriculture nor in indust ry, these unemployed people
would not have any income. Then the total income subject ed to saving becomes

w(LY + LA) + d
d

1¡d (1¡ d)w¡ d
1¡d (25)

= (1¡ a)qY + d
d

1¡d
w
¡ d
1¡d
;

where the …rst term in the …rst line of (25) is the labor income and the second term is the rent generated
in the agriculture sector. Note that the total income, w(LY + LA), now is not only the function of w
but also the funct ion of Y: Therefore, the total labor income, so the supply of savings would be more
sensit ive to the indust rial output Y; by comparison of that with full employment, wL:

18 More discussion ab out exchange rat e regime can b e found in Mishkin (1999).
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We can restate the RC as

1 + s

s

aqY

aqY + (1¡ a)qY + d
d

1¡d w
¡ d
1¡d

= 1 +R ¸ 1 +R¤; (26)

which we de…ne as the short-run return condition (SRRC ). Note that , the SRRC has fundamentally
changed. First of all, SRRC becomes negat ive sloped. This indicates, for instance on the SRRC-locus,
in order to produce the same return R¤; increased Y has to be compensated by the low of w: Note that
the labor income becomes more sensit ive to the indust rial output Y here. Increases in Y; therefore,
increase not only the demand of savings, aqY; but also the supply of savings via the labor income
generated by the indust ry, (1¡a)qY . As a result , w has to be decreased in order to maintain the same
return R¤: Secondly, unlike the RC under the full employment assumpt ion, the supply of saving would
be signi…cant ly reduced by increases in unemployment at a given wage. The reduct ion of supply would
drive up the return R; as indicated in (26). Thus, taking the equilibrium prior the q shock E as our
departure point , RC-locus would jump to far left and becomes SRRC-locus. Therefore, as shown in the
Figure 7, the shadowed area is much smaller by comparing that under the full employment assumpt ion
in Figure 5.

For the same reason, the short-run output condition (SROC) can be rewrit ten as

¡
¸qw¡b

¢ 1
a = aqY

µ
aqY + (1¡ a)qY + d

d
1¡d
w
¡ d
1¡d
¶ ¾

1¡¾
A

µ
s

1 + s

¶ ¾
1¡¾

: (27)

In the Yw-space, SROC -locus has been shifted downwards and su¢ cient ly leftward, as indicated in
Figure 7. Importantly, the st ructure of SROC is very di¤erent from that of OC : it st ill negat ively
sloped in the far left , but becomes considerably ‡at and posit ively sloped in the rest of area. In other
words, the SROC-locus have the U-shape. The intuit ion seems to be as the following: If we compare
P shown in (20) under both full- and un-employment , we may note that the total supply of savings

swL(1+ µw
1

d¡1 ) has been replaced by a smaller value s[(1¡ a)qY + d
d

1¡d
w
¡ d
1¡d
]; which is the funct ion

of output Y: On the one hand, the variety e¤ect due to increases in Y on P tends to be st ronger in (27).
When Y is larger enough, the variety e¤ect could over come the price e¤ect . As a result , increases in Y
would lead to decreases of an addit ional unit of the aggregate banking service input X; P: Furthermore,
it can be shown that increases in w always increase P: Hence, w have to be decreased (via equat ion
(4)). On the other hand, when Y is small, the price e¤ect st ill dominates variety e¤ect as what we
have shown under the full employment assumpt ion. Therefore, w would have to reduced associated
with the increases in Y:

By allowing the unemployment, we now have to abandon the assumpt ion that the wage can be
freely adjusted. Instead, we assume the wage is downwards rigid in the short-run when the economic
environment changes. More speci…cally, the wage will remain at the level in the equilibrium prior to
the q shock. As a result , LMC reduces the short-run labor market condition (SRLMC ),

w = w; (28)

where w is a constant . Note that , in our Y w-space, SRLMC-locus, therefore, is a horizontal line.
The new equilibrium is characterized by (27), (26), and (28). First of all, as indicated in our

simulat ion result , the economy with the wage rigidity would be more easily get into the recession.19 So
we conclude:

P r op osit ion 4 An in‡exible labor market may increase the risk of the deep recession.

This result implies that although reduct ions of Y and w are not avoidable, the economy could st ill
be outside of the deep recession area if w could be freely adjusted, as the equilibrium E0 shown in the
…gure 5. The economy with the wage rigidity is more likely to be in the deep recession under the same
q shock, as the equilibrium Ew shown in the …gure 7. This result can be used to explain why Asian
economies su¤ered di¤erent ly. Korea, a count ry with very st rong workers’ union, was badly hurt by
the crisis than Taiwan and Hong Kong, which have more ‡exible structure of labor market .

19 It can be shown if saving rat e is low, t he economy could st ay out side of shadowed area. (T his simulat ion result is
not shown here.)
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Singapore, which was hurt less than her neighborhoods, on the other hand, has very st rong gov-
ernment’s intervent ion on the labor market . The government ordered to low the wage level during the
crisis. This can be re‡ected by downward shift ing of the SRLMC-locus. Lower wage means regain of
the comparat ive advantage by lower the labor costs. The best situat ion is that SRLMC-locus could
shift down to posit ion of SRLMC0, where the SRLMC0-locus crosses the intersect ion of LFC-locus
and SROC-locus as the equilibrium Eg shown in Figure 7. As a result , the economy could not only
stay out of the deep recession, but also could avoid the large reduct ion of output Y and maintain the
full employment . Note that the reduct ion of Y is not avoidable, since decreases of wage in responding
to the q shock would lead to increase of employment in agriculture sector.20

Notice that the equilibrium Eg is consistent to the equilibrium E
0 in …gure 5. However, this does

not suggest this kind of un-market adjustments are desirable. Simply because, this kind of adjustment
is very hard to be carried out and associated with a risk. If the wage adjustment process is beyond
the cont rol, the economy could be in the bad state. As noticed, the wage in our model is real one.
Therefore, many factors could actually lead to the reduct ion of the wage. If such reduct ions are just
t he consequences of economic chaos, the equilibrium would more likely end up in the deep recession.
The U-shape of the SROC-locus makes such situat ion possible. As indicated in Figure 7, the economy
is characterized by the mult i-equilibrium where one equilibrium, Eb; could be in the shadowed area.
This result may help us to understand what happened in Indonesia.

6 C on clu sion s
In this paper, we identify the high saving as the factor that is able to pose two opposite cont ribut ions
to an economy leading to both rapid growth and vulnerability to the deep recession. The high saving
could sever to explain why rapid growth is vulnerable to the crisis. The mechanism is that the booming
economy leads to labor shortage and increase of the labor-cost . This would decrease the return of the
investment . A small change on the world price then would have a large e¤ect both on the real and
banking sectors. The economy with a ‡exible labor market , which allows reduct ion of the wage when
the q shock occurs, can badly be hurt , but might stay out of the deep recession. Free ‡oat ing exchange
rate regime could also absorb the e¤ect of the q shock.

An important issue, which we could not discuss here, is that the economy has to be upgraded in
t erms of moving to produce the high value-added product ions by the innovations. The human capital,
t hus, plays a very important role in this process. By doing this, the economy could maintain it s
compet it ive advantage. In terms of our model, an upgraded economy means the …nal good would not
meet any compet it ions. Namely, there would be no q shock. During the …rst and second oil shocks, the
Japanese economy provided a good example.

The human capit al issue here poses an important research topic in the growth theory. That is due
to the di¤erent speed for the accumulat ion of the human capital and physical capital. The rapid growth
due to the fast expansion of physical capital could lead the economy to the posit ion of dis-equilibrium,
which has not been well studied. This imbalance of the development could lead the economy vulnerable
to changes in economic environment .
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App end ix

A Equ at ion (9)
How the expression

P ´ min
fx(!)g

�Z n

0

x(!)pd! j X = 1

¸
(A1)

´ ¡
np1¡¾

¢ 1
1¡¾

which shows the minimum cost for one unit of the aggregate banking services, is driven?
The full cost-minimization problem is

P ´ min
fx(!)g

�Z n

0

x(!)pd! j X = 1

¸
(A2)

st : X = (

Z n

0

x(!)
¾¡1
¾ d!)

¾
¾¡1 = 1

The Lagrange function becomes:

L =

Z n

0

x(!)pd!¡ ¸[(
Z n

0

x(!)
¾¡1
¾ d!)

¾
¾¡1 ¡ 1] (A3)

Take the …rst-order-condit ion:

p = ¸
¾

¾ ¡ 1
¾ ¡ 1
¾

[(

Z n

0

x(!)
¾¡1
¾ d!)

¾
¾¡1 ]

¾
¾¡1¡1x

¾¡1
¾ ¡1 (A4)

Simplifying this expression and using the fact X = (
R n
0 x(!)

¾¡1
¾ d!)

¾
¾¡1 = 1; we have:

p =
¸x

¾¡1
¾

¡1R n
0 x(!)

¾¡1
¾ d!

(A5)

Mult iply x on both sides,

px =
¸x

¾¡1
¾R n

0
x(!)

¾¡1
¾ d!

(A6)

Integrat ing this expression over variable ! :Z n

0

p(!)x(!)d! =
¸
R n
0 x(!)

¾¡1
¾ d!R n

0 x(!)
¾¡1
¾ d!

(A7)

Therefore,

P = ¸ (A8)

Thus,

px =
Px

¾¡1
¾R n

0
x(!)

¾¡1
¾ d!

(A9)

= Px
¾¡1
¾

where we have used the fact

X = (
R n
0 x(!)

¾¡1
¾ d!)

¾
¾¡1 = 1

)R n
0
x(!)

¾¡1
¾ d! = 1

: (A10)
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From (A9) we have

x = P¾p¡¾ (A11)

By considering the assumption that variet ies are imperfect but symmetric subst itutes, we can insert
t he demand for individual variet ies x (A11) into (A2) to get :

P ´
Z n

0

x(!)p(!)d!

= npx

= npP¾p¡¾

= nP¾p1¡¾

Simply solving the last line, we have the equat ion (9) in the text ,

P = (np1¡¾)
1

1¡¾

B E qu at ion (10)
Equation (A11) shows the demand for a single variety x when …rms use one unit of the aggregate input
good X = 1: Then how much X is then actually used by the …rms? The answer can be obtained by
combination of (2) and (A11):

x = P¾p¡¾
aqY

P
(B1)

= P¾¡1p¡¾aqY

C D er ivat ion of agr icu lt u r al r ent
We just solve for the maximizat ion for perfect ly competit ive …rm with a decreasing returns technology
(DRS since land is …xed). The simpli…cations are a lit t le messy, but the problem is st raight forward.

Say that agricultural goods are produced with the following Cobb-Douglas technology using labor
LA and land T:

A = LdAT
d¡1 (C1)

Assume that land is in …xed supply ¹T = 1 and that the price of agricultural goods qA = 1.
The representat ive ”farm” then solves the following maximizat ion problem. Hence, the rent ¼A is

de…ned:

¼A =Max
LA

qAL
d
AT

d¡1 ¡wLA =Max
LA

LdA ¡wLA (C2)

The …rst-order condit ion:

dLd¡1A = w (C3)

Solving for the demand for labor:

LA =

µ
d

w

¶ 1
1¡d

(C4)

Then production is A = LdA, or:

A =

µ
d

w

¶ d
1¡d

(C5)
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So the rent is ¼A = A¡wLA, or:

¼A =

µ
d

w

¶ d
1¡d

¡w
µ
d

w

¶ 1
1¡d

(C6)

=
³
d

d
1¡d ¡ d 1

1¡d
´
w¡

d
1¡d

= d
1

1¡d (
1¡ d
d
)w¡

d
1¡d

= d
d

1¡d (1¡ d)w¡ d
1¡d

Here we have used the fact of 1¡ 1
1¡d = ¡ d

1¡d .

D F igure 3
To derive the slopes discussed in …gure 3, we will …rst take logs of (21), (7) and (20) and then di¤erent iate
in 1 and Y to derive the elast icit ies ElYw = dw

dY
Y
w . Let us start with the return condition (RC) or

equation (21). Log di¤erent iat ing , we get :

[ElYw]RC =
aqY +wL(1 + µw

1
d¡1 )

1¡ d
1¡dµw

1
d¡1

> 0 (D1)

where 1¡ d
1¡dµw

1
d¡1 > 0 will be assumed. This condit ion can be writ ten wL > d

2¡d
1¡dw

d
d¡1 , and should

be ful…lled as long as the labor force L is su¢ cient ly large and the cost -share of labor in agriculture d
is not ext remely large.

For the labor market condit ion, LMC; we have:

[ElYw]LMC =
(1¡ d)(1¡ a)
wL
qY ¡ d(1¡ a)

> 0 (D2)

where wL=qY ¡ d(1¡ a) is posit ive, since wL=qY = (1¡ a) and d < 1:
Finally, comput ing the elast icity for the output condit ion, OC, we have

[ElY w]OC = ¡
©

¤
< 0 (D3)

where

© = 1¡ ¾

¾ ¡ 1
wL

aqY +wL(1 + µw
1

d¡1 )
(1¡ d

1¡ dµw
1

d¡1 ) > 0 (D4)

¤ = 1¡ ¾

¾ ¡ 1
aqY

aqY +wL(1 + µw
1

d¡1 )
> 0

The posit ive signs are due to ¾=(¾¡ 1) 2 (0; 1); wL 2 (0; 1); aqY=[aqY +wL(1+ µw 1
d¡1 )] 2 (0; 1); and

(1¡ d
1¡dµw

1
d¡1 ) 2 (0; 1):

E C om p ar at ive st at ics st ud y
What are the e¤ects of increases in s; q; and R¤? We start from RC :

[ElsY ]RC =
aqY +wL(1 + µw

1
d¡1 )

1 + s
> 0 (E1)

[ElqY ]RC = ¡1 < 0

[ElR¤Y ]RC =
R¤

1 +R¤
aqY +wL(1 + µw

1
d¡1 )

wL(1 + µw
1

d¡1 )
> 0
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The LMC :

[ElsY ]LMC = 0 (E2)
[ElqY ]LMC = ¡1 < 0
[ElR¤Y ]LMC = 0

The OC

[ElsY ]OC =

¾
¾¡1

1
1+s

³
aqY +wL(1 + µw

1
d¡1 )

´
wL(1 + µw

1
d¡1 )¡ 1

¾¡1aqY
> 0 (E3)

[ElqY ]OC =

1¡a
a

³
aqY +wL(1 + µw

1
d¡1 )

´
+ ¾

¾¡1aqY

wL(1 + µw
1

d¡1 )¡ 1
¾¡1aqY

> 0

[ElR¤Y ]OC = 0

Here we require ¾ is not that small. Furthermore, if a is not too close to 1 we can shown that

1
a

1¡ ¾
¾¡1

aqY

aqY+wL(1+µw
1

d¡1 )

¡ 1 < 1

Therefore, output Y in the equilibrium would be decreased as q shock occurs.
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Banking sector (X)
-Produces differentiated financial 
services using savings out of labor 
income and rents from agriculture
and labor income from industry
- Monopolistic competition
- Free entry
- Scale economies

Industry (Y)
- Labor and financial services

used in production of final goods
which are sold at  fixed world 
market price 

- “Love of variety” in financial  
services.

- Labor save a fixed share of their 
income

Agriculture (A)
- Use CRS-technology
with labor and land as inputs

- Fixed world market price of
agricultural goods

- Land-specific capital
- Labor and land owners save
a fixed share of their income

Figure 2
The structure of the model



Figure 3
The equilibrium and the deep recession
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Figure 4
The vulnerability of resource-driven growth to the deep recession
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Figure 5 
The consequence of the q shock under the full employment assumption
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Figure 6 
High interest rate and q shock could send the economy into deep recession
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Figure 7 
The wage rigidity and the multiple equilibria
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